A Book Recently Published

A Collection of Essays on the History of Medicine in Iran (Published in the Journal of Archives of Iranian Medicine, 1998-2014)

The collection of articles appearing in the current book consists of manuscripts on the history of medicine in Iran, initially published from 1998 to 2014 in the “Archives of Iranian Medicine” (AIM). These articles are categorized into four separate parts, based on their subject matters: Part 1) Ancient Times, Medieval Period, Part 2) Contemporary Medicine, Part 3) Outstanding Physicians and Part 4) Historical Background of Fatal Diseases in Iran.

These 73 manuscripts have now been compiled in a 446 page book for those who are interested in the history of medicine in Iran. The book contains the following articles:

Gondishapur School of Medicine: the Most Significant Medical Center in Antiquity
Azizi M.H.
Asclepius, Caduceus, and Simurgh as Medical Symbols; Part I
Nayernouri T.
Asclepius, Caduceus, and Simurgh as Medical Symbols; Part II
Nayernouri T.
The First Medical Examination in History
Saidi F. 27
A Tribute to Zakariya Razi (865-925 AD), an Iranian Pioneer Scholar
Modanlou H.D.
Zakariya Razi: the Iranian Physician and Scholar
Nayernouri T.
Razi’s Description and Treatment of Facial Paralysis
Tabatabaee S.M, Kalantar Hormozzi A., Asadi M.
The Otorhinolaryngologic Concepts as Viewed by Rhazes and Avicenna

Azizi M.H
Honoring Avicenna, (the Great Persian Physician) on the World’s Postage Stamps
Afshar A.
Ibn Sina and the Clinical Trial
Azizi M.H.
Concepts of Orthopedic Disorders in Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine
Afshar A.
The Contribution of Iranian Scientists to World Civilization
Broumand B.
Iranian or Arab Scholars?
Nayernouri T. 75
A Brief History of the Discovery of the Circulation of blood in the Human Body
Azizi M.H., Nayernouri T., Azizi F. 79
Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine: A Look at Health, Public Health and Environmental Sanitation
Saffari M., Pakpour A. H. 87
Abul- Hasan al-Tabari: A Review of his Views and Works
Ghaffari F., Naseri M., Asghari M., Naseri V.

***

Part 2: Contemporary Medicine
Medicine and Public Health in Qajar Era: Iran
Azizi M.H.
The Historical Backgrounds of the Ministry of Health Foundation in Iran
Azizi M.H.
A Brief History of the Publication of Biomedical Journals in Iran between 1901 and 1979
Azizi M.H., Raees-Jalali G.A., Noroozi H.
The Establishment and the First Four Decades of the Activities of the Pasteur Institute of Iran
Azizi M.H., Nayernouri T.
The First Medical Journal of Tehran University
Bahadori M., Azizi M.H.
Publication of the First Journal of Dentistry in Iran
Yazdi I., Azizi M.H.
A Historical Review of the Development of Pathology in Iran
Bahadori M.
The Evolution of Modern Pediatrics as a Specialty in Iran
Gharib R., Najaf-Tomaraei S.
Development of Radiology in Iran
Vessal K., Rad S., Alizadeh A., Jalal-Shokouhi J.
Development of Gastroenterology and Hepatology in Iran: Part I-Training Programs and the Iranian Association of Gastroenterology and Hepatology
Saberi-Firoozi M., Mir-Madjlessi S.H.
Development of Gastroenterology and Hepatology in Iran: Part II-Advances in research and Therapeutic Modalities
Saberi-Firoozi M., Mir-Madjlessi S.H.
Pharmaceuticals in Iran: an overview
Basmenji K.
History of Orthopedics in Iran
Alami-Harandi B.
Development of Thoracic Surgery in Iran
Endocrinology and Metabolism in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Azizi F.
Development of Rheumatology in Tehran University of Medical Sciences
Davachi F.
The Organization and Management of Medical Services to Injured Soldiers across the Country and in the Battlefields during the Iran-Iraq War
Noorbala A.A.
A Brief History of the Establishment of Shiraz Medical Auxiliary Training School: The Forerunner of Faculty of Medicine at Shiraz University
Azizi M.H.
Shiraz University School of Medicine: Its Foundation and Development
Nasr K.
In Commemoration of Haj Mohammad Nemazee (1895-1972): The Founder of Nemazee Hospital in Shiraz
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M., Raees-Jalali G.A.
Rheumatology at Shiraz University of Medical Sciences
Rajaei A.
A Brief Iranian Medical History through Commemorative Postage Stamps
Afshar A.
In Memory of Iraj Afshar (1925-2011), A Renowned Scholar of Iranian Studies
Azizi M.H.
A Brief History of Plastic Surgery in Iran
Kalantar Hormozzi A
In Memory of the Late Alireza Azfalipour, the Founder of the Kerman University
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M., Dabiri Sh., Shahpasandzadeh M.H.

Part 3: Outstanding Physicians
Life of Dr. Joseph Plumb Cochran, Founder of Iran’s First Contemporary Medical College
Yourdshahian E., Ghavam F., Ansari M.H.
Dr. Jacob Eduard Polak (1818-1891): The Pioneer of Modern Medicine in Iran
Azizi M.H.
Dr. John Louis Schlimmer (1819-1881): The Eminent Professor of Modern Medicine at Dar Al-Fonun School
Azizi M.H.
In Memory of the Late Professor Charles Oberling, the First Dean of Faculty of Medicine in Tehran
Azizi M.H.
The Biography of Dr. Abol Ghassem Bakhtiar (1872-1971)
Azizi M.H.
In Commemoration of Dr. Mostafa Habibi-Golpayegani (1904-1948): Pioneer of Modern Pathology in Iran
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M.
In Memory of Dr. Mahmood Najmabadi
Bahadori, M.
In Memory of Dr. Seyed Abdul-Mahmood Zia Shamsa
Bahadori, M.
In Memory of Dr. Nosratollah Ameli
Abbasioun K, Saidi, F.
Professor Werner Dutz (1928-1984)
K. Vessal, Saidi F.
Professor Farhoodi
Moin M.
Professor Seyed-Hamid Mirkhani
Mirhoseini M., Sanatkar M.
Professor Joseph Tomash, the Founder of the Anatomy Department of Shiraz Medical School
Azizi M.H., Raees-Jalali G., Tavakoli M.R.
The Life and Career of Professor Parviz Dabiri (1921–2012)
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M
In Memory of Professor Ali Mohammad Handjani
Malekzadeh R,Azizi M H
Breakthrough Discovery of HbA1c by Professor Samuel Rahbar
Azizi MH, Bahadori M, Azizi F
In remembrance of Professor Shams Shariat Torbaghan (1926-2014)
Azizi M. H, Bahadori M.
Impact of Quality Mentorship on Achievements of Shiraz Medical School in the 1970s and the Role of Professor Faramarz Ismail-Beigi
Azizi M.H., Nasseri-Moghadam S.
Impact of Quality Mentorship on Achievements of Shiraz Medical School in the 1970s and
the Role of Professors Khosrow Nasr and Asghar Rastegar
Ismail-Beigi F., Ghahramani N.

The Persian Legend of Ophthalmology: Ali Asghar Kho-
dadoust and His Everlasting Lines
Sajjadi S., Fesharaki H., Abtahi Z., Murray R. T., Esfahani M. F., Mazloumi M., Abtahi H.

***

Part 4: Historical Background of Fatal Diseases in the History of Iran

A Brief History of Tuberculosis in Iran during the 19th and 20th Centuries
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M.

A History of the Human Plague in Iran
Azizi M.H., Azizi F.

A History of the 1918 Spanish Influenza Pandemic and Its Impact on Iran
Azizi M.H., Raees-Jalali G.A., Azizi F.

A History of Leprosy in Iran during the 19th and 20th Centuries
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M.

A Historical Profile of Diphtheria in Iran during the 19th and 20th Centuries
Azizi M.H., Bahadori M., Raees-Jalali G.A.

A Brief History of Smallpox Eradication in Iran
Azizi M.H.

Brief Historical Perspectives of Malaria in Iran
Azizi M.H, Bahadori M.

The Historical Basis for the Esophageal Cancer Belt of South-Central Asia
Saidi F.

Cancer Registry in Iran: A Brief Overview
Etemadi A., Sadjadi A., Semnani S., Nouraei S.M., Khademi H., Bahadori M.

History of Cancer in Iran
Azizi M.H, Bahadori M, Azizi F

A Letter to the Editor of the Journal of Archives of Iranian Medicine; History of Cancer in Azarbaijan- Iran
Elvazi-Ziaei J., Vaez J., Hamed Bargi G.